FAMOUS TOURIST DESTINATIONS IN BIRBHUM

Kaleswar Siva Temple

Situated under Mayureswar Police Station, Birbhum on the Road from Sainthia to Kandi, Murshidabad (17 K.M. State High Way), turning right from Kaleswar more, the temple is near about 3 K.M. distance from the Kaleswar More. The main temple is for the God Shiv, named "Lord Kaleshnath", the Temple is famous for its height, presently it's about 115 feet high. It is said that previously this temple was built by stone. The second temple was built by bricks by Raja Ramjiban Roy after that the temple was rebuilt again by Sri Darikanath Devtapashi, a famous Saint. A village fair held at “Shivaratri” in every year, people of 50 to 60 villages are assembled in the fair. The Temple is an notable sculpture in the district, Birbhum.